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Sherlock in Chains 

A Tale of Sherlock Holmes’ Later Life 

“It’s simple.” He has a stomach worm. 

“Just tell us.” His vision is poor. 

“One sentence. That’s all. One sentence and the door is open.” He no longer 

loves his wife. 

A pause.  

“Who murdered Jack the Ripper?” 

I answer with the imprisoned’s only weapon: silence. 

“To hell with you.” 

The window slams away and darkness imposes. I stand, as I must, and count 

the paces from door to highset window. I abhor boredom. Six feet, three inches, 

padded all around. White, asylum padding. Below that, heavy concrete. Ten feet 

above, just beyond my fingertips, is a welded gate. The metal is rough, but set tight. 

Thus you are acquainted with my digs. 

 

A click. 

A grunt from a bent-over man. 

A tray is shoved through the skirt of my door. 

I approach, softly, and inspect my dinner. Potatoes—I sniff—and they’re only 

reasonably expired. They have supplied me with potatoes for the sixth time in as 

many days, which furthers the hypothesis they have buried me in Ireland. Sea 

breeze, the constant break of surf, and the peculiar blue-green grass all but 

confirms the hypothesis. 

There are benefits when captors allow nails to grow long. I stab my nail into the 
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floor’s padding, catching up an invisible edge. What greets me is a swilling mass, rot 

and stench just beginning to collect. 

My potatoes join the collection and I watch as a second stain spreads. 

 

A new interrogator. He follows the script in every respect, though he exchanges 

words for near synonyms and sentences for his own retellings. He possesses a poor 

memory. I settle against the metal door and steeple my fingers before my face: focus 

consumes me, and my cell passes away. 

The script begins again: he is not so much in command of his memory as to find 

his own words again, and stumbles through yet another retelling. 

“It’s easy.” Voice rough, his letters proceed unlimbered. Words are not his trade. 

“Tell me.” The “us” is exchanged for “me”; either this man is the ringleader 

(unlikely: he smells like dirt, even this thick door cannot conceal that), or he lays so 

low in the chain of command that he hopes extolling information shall advance him. 

Probability lies with the latter. 

“One name. That’s it, nice and easy, and I get to unlock the door.” 

That he is obsessed with himself becomes crystalline. 

“Who stabbed Jack the Ripper?” 

He disguises it well, but one detects the Irish-E creep upon his vowels. This does 

not argue for Ireland, though it tells me the organization behind my imprisonment 

is essentially English in nature. He finds advancement in burying his ancestry. A 

foreign society would not mind; an English society would not choose someone whose 

race is nominally seditious. His words are carefully plucked from the throat; the 

subduing is not natural.  

The script begins again. 

But, without sight, there is precious little data. 
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Scraps collect like data. 

My floor is naught but stains: some remain wet (yesterday’s beef stew—more 

broth than bovine), while others dry slowly, momentarily stalled from leeching up 

the walls. The smell, almost comfortingly, has grown unbearable. My mind only 

truly functions in disarray. 

The skirt of my door slips open. 

A man—the same man as always—bends over and grunts that particular from-

the-gut grunt. 

And now things change. 

He sniffs. 

He sniffs heavily. 

My swill assaults him and he draws back, cussing. 

“What the hell? Josiah, Moriarty, get the damn well over here!” 

I am familiar with a form of Japanese wrestling that has bought me my life on 

no less than six separate occasions—and, though I was happy as a hermit, it 

brought me no less than three students, all insufferable in their own ways. Alas, I 

was a younger man. Now, I cross my legs and sit, observant, against the back corner 

of my cell. My swill soaks down the wall, through the back of my shirt. 

They confabulate beyond the door; words are lost for sound, but the sentiment 

remains. 

The man who brought me my dinner, evidently, was my first interrogator. 

The man haunted by a bad memory is subservient to the other men. 

The third man is new to me. He has no trace of familiarity, though his accent 

indicates an Oxford education. 

The words cease, as they must. A key grinds through the lock (recently rusted; 

perhaps we are nearer the sea than deduced), and light greets me. In my glory days, 
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I had carefully cultivated the ability to see in the dark—a proper application of 

chemicals, a proper submission to the shadows, and I could pass from darkness to 

light without loss of vision. Even then, with what chemicals could remain in the eye 

after 30 years, I was not prepared for a hall of fluorescent lights. 

My captors were lost in the blur. Three shadows, irreducible, snatched me up 

and dragged me on knees from cell to concrete. 

Sensation filled the gap left by my eyes. 

New concrete, still retaining some slight puttiness due to the damp atmosphere. 

This installation could not be more than six months old, not much older than my 

own imprisonment. 

“Hell. What the hell did he do there?” 

“Didn’t eat a — thing. Stuffed it all…oh God, in the floor, and. . .walls.” 

I draw to my knees, blinking against the glare. Another door settled into the 

wall two feet from mine—exactly as stout, exact in composition, save that some kind 

soul had set a window in it. I draw upright, as the three inspected my room. They 

edged deeper in. 

“I bet he got it in the celling too.” 

A dead end lingers behind me: a full-stop rounded off in concrete; a bare wall of 

the same construction carries on to my right, until it takes a hard right into the 

connecting room. To the left is my cell. The adjoining cell looks down the turn, into 

the connecting room. My path was clear. 

I take a step. 

I already knew they turned; I already knew they approached. The sounds 

indicated pursuit, but the smells of my room clung to them, making sound moot 

beside olfactory evidence. 

A boot crunches my knee, bringing me down to the concrete. The boot continues 

to grind. Judging by height (deduced via the relative distance between his mouth 

and my ear), he is my latest interrogator. A glance over my shoulder confirms the 

hypothesis. 

Fingertips applied to the proper pressure points, however, swiftly removed his 
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boot. 

Forgive me. My Boswell had a talent for romance. I am merely a scientist. 

The boot, regardless, was removed. I followed that pyrrhic victory with a 

thrusting palm. The bone of my palm struck his groin, which sent him crashing his 

own way to the ground. I scrabbled for footing, but my left leg refused my 

commands. 

One broken old man on the ground cannot defend himself from two 

(comparatively) young attackers. 

 

My left arm lay useless, perhaps with a broken bone.  My eyes were swollen, 

presumably blackened. They struck carefully—perhaps, however loath I am to use 

the term, scientifically—to wound in such ways that would affect morale more than 

health. They tied me, left me in a chair, and attended to business. 

Said business consisted of laughing at their companion. 

Said business further consisted of hauling him afoot, slapping him on the back, 

and attending to the second door. 

The Oxford man slaps him on the back a little too hard. “Never have a monkey 

fight a man.” His eyes smile; the Irishman’s don’t. 

“Think they been talkin’?” A palm to the groin, it would seem, relieved the 

Irishman of his faux accent. 

“That’s a Show Up! No, Moriarty,” replied the Oxford man. My spine stiffened. 

“What the hell are they gonna do, whistle Morse code?” 

“Yes, but where are we putting him? That room’s unlivable.” My chef has a 

tendency to hold his hands, folded, over his groin. A sure sign of servility. Which 

leads, naturally, to the obvious question: does the Oxford man select the weak and 

the frightened to serve him (a superiority complex) or do my imprisoners have a 

tendency to hire these men (showing themselves to have a feeling of false 
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omnipotence). 

“We can put him in Livingston’s room. You mucks find a problem every 

moment.” 

“Yeah,” Moriarty pulled himself upright. His face contracted. “But Livingston’s 

there.” 

The Oxford man sacrificed a high-born sigh. “Remove Livingston.” 

“Into that hellhole? I guess if I scrub it. . .” 

“No. Remove. Does that word have too many letters? Here’s four more. K-I-L-L.” 

He pressed his hands against his temples. “Now you have dragged me to your level.” 

He paused. His mind is not a dictionary, but a storehouse for immodest words. It 

seems he takes down the largest word he can find, dusts it off, double checks the 

meaning, and tosses it out as if it were a hand grenade. His storehouse fails him. 

What comes from his mouth, next, is a simple array of sentences any farmer’s son 

would know: “Take him to the other edge. He can fertilize your potatoes.” 

Edge would indicate a raised elevation. Perhaps a plateau, perhaps a cliff, 

perhaps an encircling crag (though the last option is distinctly unlikely). 

My mind is too active. My deductions threaten to be spurious. 

Moriarty raises his hand. His right ring finger is missing; clearly cut off. The 

wound angles downward from left to right in a gentle slope. The wound angle—as 

though wrought by a stooping man—indicates that his attacker was elderly. Other 

variations are impossible. A child’s cut would be upward, thus angling the cut from 

right to left; a tall man’s cut would be from left to right, yes, but at a far more serve 

an angle. Therefore, his attacker was an elderly man. The wound is roughly a year 

old. 

Far too many thoughts. 

Moriarty nods. Three nods, quick and exaggerated. 

Rough hands meet key meet lock. All is done swiftly, before his mind can catch 

up with his body. 

A voice from inside: “What’s this?” 

Not a word. Moriarty grabs him—this much is evident from the slight scrap of a 
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shoe on stone and the clatter of something fallen (likely a chair)—and drags him, by 

his collar, out into the hallways and out into the room. 

“I told you where Ogilvy’s papers are! I told you!” 

Moriarty’s fists served better against Livingston’s face. 

Gristle cracked underfoot. 

 

My potatoes taste like gristle. 

Chains are no more a prison for the pure reasoner than a cell, yet I am still 

shackled to this table. I dip my spoon into the gruel. The potato field is beyond my 

cell’s window. I watched Moriarty bury my prison-mate. He had a scar on his back. 

A knife stabbed deep approximately one year before. The wound angled sharply 

toward his spine. Such an angle would only be likely if the attacker was. . . 

I clear my head. 

The Oxford man, who resists a name, sits at the far end of the table. 

Occasionally he doodles; occasionally he talks. He never eats. His spoon, always 

untouched, falls into the wilting mash. He stares at Moriarty. 

Moriarty occupies the corner. His chair is settled directly into the wall. A 

Webley rests on his lap; his finger traces around the trigger guard. 

My chef is nowhere to be seen. But he is heard, distantly, from the offset 

kitchen: cracked nails skitter down a teapot, willing the stove to boil. Wood was 

scarce, it appears: fires no longer keep my captors warm. 

The Oxford man closed his eyes and jerked his head back and forth, smoothly, 

calming the waves of thought. “Where is my tea?” 

“Last tea, sir.” 

“Sugar in it?” 

“Last sugar, sir.” 

The Oxford man stared at me. He closed his eyes as if beginning a blink, then 
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held them shut. 

“Won’t you tell us?” 

To make a point of stubbornness, I swallowed. 

The Oxford man returned to watching Moriarty. 

A bang, a clang, a stop-and-start stutter. The Oxford man awoke—truly 

awoke—for the first time since he has been under my observation. He dashed over 

to the far side of the room, just next to the barred door which led to the outside, and 

seated himself. It was a rudimentary telegraphic set-up. It had been done quickly 

and done cheaply, but still it served. 

He wrote out dots and dashes in an elongated script, then stared at them. He 

tilted it a bit to the left and still stared at it. 

Moriarty came over to him. 

“Begging your pardon, sur—sir, might I read it for you?” 

“Oh, yes, quite, Moriarty. You can read?” 

He passed the paper back and Moriarty set to translation. He leaned back to 

watch, his head touching Moriarty to the very slightest degree. 

Their backs were toward me. 

I placed the head of the spoon in my mouth, licked the potato mash off, and slid 

the spoon up under my sleeve.  

“He demands to know who killed his. . .who killed the madman.” 

I stood, softly adjusting the weight to my feet; I leaned across the table, 

straining my fingers along the surface. The spoon remained out of grasp. The table 

was eight feet long, designed for many prisoners. My maximum reach, leaning 

across the table, is four and one half feet. His spoon is a length too far. I glance to 

my chain; it hangs with two feet worth of slack. 

“‘Taking too long, stop, results demanded.’” 

I took one step and leaned far across the table. I scrabbled my fingers against 

the edge of his spoon. 

The Oxford man looked away from the telegraph. He began to edge in my 

direction. 
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I plucked the end of his spoon between my forefinger and thumb. 

“‘If results not produced, stop, one week, stop, advanced measures.’” 

I slid back, and settled the Oxford man’s spoon on the edge of my plate. 

Nerves do not dull with age, nor does perfect reason subjugate them to will. A 

later, lesser biographer credited me with Buddhism, with Tibet, and with the 

meditation that eats the soul. I was not so lucky. Sweat padded out my armpits and 

my stomach, still gaunt from previous efforts, curled.  

The Oxford man turned. He stared at me. 

A conventional narrative would spill over with worries. Does he know I have the 

spoon? (He could not.) Does he know I want to escape? (Of course.) Can I hold the 

spoon in my sleeve? (Effortlessly.) 

But he stared at me with the utmost weariness. 

I turned away and returned the attention to my gruel. 

The meal finished; Moriarty unshackled me, led me by the ends of the chain 

(like a child afraid of a mongrel); he placed me in my room and backed away, 

halting, shutting the door. 

The spoon found its way to my hand. 

This room was constructed in an identical manner to my previous room. Four 

walls, covered over with padding. The padding held up by nails. 

Five minutes until they realize they are a spoon short: I analyze my walls. 

There are places the eye never ventures. Places we see, at a pass, yet never observe. 

It is common to look at the wall directly in front of you when you enter a room. 

Looking at the wall to the left of the door, right at shin level, is significantly less 

common. 

Four minutes: I crouch. My bones rebel and crack. 

Three minutes: I dig the bowl of the spoon under a nail’s edge. 

Two minutes. I circumnavigate the head of the nail. A subtle pop. 

One minute: I stand, ignoring all the cries of my bones, and reach up to the edge 

of my window. The bars are my anchor, the spoon is my saw. 

Ten seconds: footfalls rumble down the hall. A click, a pull, and my door is open. 
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“What the hell?” 

Moriarty grabs me by the waist, hurls me to the ground. 

A flurry of kicks: a blow to my face, a blow to my stomach, another blow to my 

face (specifically to my teeth), several blows to my genitalia, and a final blow to my 

kidneys. 

The Oxford man stood apart. He coughed. He watched Moriarty far more than 

he watched me. 

Moriarty stomped on my arm, pinned it blow his muddy boot (mud color and 

composition confirm Ireland hypothesis) and pulled the spoon free. He kicked my 

chin. My head snapped back. Sixteen stomps on my chest. Ill-aimed blows, I might 

add, flailing wilding between my sternum and neck. The boot met my throat. I 

gasped, holding my breath and breeding an unhealthy shade of puce. Peter would 

have given my performance a single star, no recommendations, and another boot. . . 

“Oh —.” He backed away; pressure relieved, I gasped as if to swallow the 

atmosphere. 

. . .But my three friends were hardly critics. 

The Oxford man offered his hankerchief, thought better of it, and pressed it to 

his mouth. “He ali. . .I say, is he alive?” 

“Yeah.” 

I should apologize for a bland description. However, I found I have little taste 

for reviewing that material at length. My biographer should have given you a 

tasteful, yet enthralling, romance. I can only offer a catalogue. 

The boots step around and over me, out the door. 

I grin. 

 

My grin did not dissipate. 

A day has passed and they have not fed me. 
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The telegraph key chitter-chatters like an old woman at tea. 

My captors’ commentary is washed out, distant words without an identity to 

stand under. 

“No.” 

“Oh God no.” 

“Why the hell do they want to see Livingstone?” 

“You told us it’d be okay.” 

“They’re going to bury us out under the potatoes.” 

“Results are the one thing.” 

“But—” 

“Fetch a chair, fetch some belts. The f—he will find reasons to tell us all he 

knows.” 

In the proceeding half hour: a long, drawn out scrap of a four-legged object 

against concrete (obviously the chair pulled across the floor), and much conceited 

mutering. Nothing of value. 

Footsteps approached, keys chucked against each other, my door opened. I met 

them with the devil’s smile. 

Moriarty and my Chef waited at the edge, unsteady, then gripped my shoulders 

and propelled my forward. The hall widened out and once more I was in the main 

room of my prison. 

“Seat him,” said the Oxford man. He stood like a caveman, back extended and 

stooped and shoulders out wide. Obviously, he was blocking something. 

They pushed me into the chair and the slid the straps around my wrists. 

“We have a surprise for you.” He held the dangling end of a telegraph wire. It 

smoldered dainty embers.  

“You’re going to torture me. You believe it will make me talk. Your leaders are 

coming, and coming soon. They will be most displeased with your performance. 

Dear me! You will all be killed, and buried, and no-one shall be the wiser. Do me the 

courtesy of torture without preliminary flirtation, and I will do you the courtesy of 

keeping your secrets safely in check.” 
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He sparked the wire, and brought it close to my chest. 

“I hold the power, not you. You have no name. Whatever you were in another 

life, you’re nothing now. You’re the echo of a strangled man. Who killed—” 

“Who killed Jack the Ripper? Yes, it’s your very own monomania. Very well. I 

did.” 

They stare, faces vacant. 

“I did. I killed him at eleven-thirty-four on November the ninth, eighteen-

eighty-eight.” 

“We know—” 

“I killed him at twelve-twenty-eight on January the twenty-seventh, eighteen-

ninety. Poor man. He thanked me, after all the suffering. He tried to contain it.” 

“Wha—.” 

“You wished to know. Do not interrupt. I killed him at six-twenty-nine on 

January the twenty-second, nineteen-oh-one.” 

“Oh lord.” 

“You can’t—” 

“I did. Any further inquiries?” 

Spite is the motivation of the gods. The Oxford man thrust the line against me. 

There was pain, as you may imagine. The coper pain of the electric. My muscles 

quivered; my teeth scraped; my tongue wound itself around my mouth and let free a 

scream. He relented, for I was still valuable. 

Spite, not at all coincidentally, is also my motivation. 

“You, my dear Oxford friend, are a nancy. In public school you were forced to the 

sin of the Greeks, and you have continued on in that practice. Someone—your 

father, most likely—found you out and promptly disinherited you. He wasn’t 

disgusted by your actions, like the Eton boy he was, but that you never put it 

behind you. ” 

“That’s not—” 

“Simplicity itself. You nearly called me fag, denoting a public school existence; 

you congratulated our Irish friend with a “Show Up,” which further denotes an 
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Etonian existence. Very few boys escape the attention of their elders at Eton. My 

brother was an exception; you, certainly, were not. From there, we can reconstruct 

much. Unlike the other boys, society couldn’t convince you to let it go. Admittedly, 

this is a theory. Your homosexuality is, in many ways, a firm theory built from your 

longing glances at Moriarty and the little touches you shower him with.” 

“Wot the fu—” 

“No, no, Moriarty. Confront your admirer later. We have much to discuss. What 

of your—” 

The Oxford man recovered his senses, if only a little, and propelled the wire into 

my crotch. My vision dimmed out as the burn crept along; I choked on my bile; I 

crushed my fists so tight that my nails bit into my palms and blood dribbled down to 

the concrete. 

Then I lifted my head. 

“As I was saying. Moriarty, you naughty boy. What did you do to make the 

military hate you so? It’s a terrible thing to be discharged so young. It’s a horrible 

thing to murder a man and rape his daughter.” 

Moriarty’s fists reflexively closed. 

“Oh yes, I know. I know you lost your finger in a fight with an older man—I will 

not be so kind as to call it a duel—and I know you took his daughter, afterwards. 

How else does one end up with such a wicked wound along the spine? If only she 

had gone an inch deeper with that knife she hid in her skirt. . .” 

Moriarty did nothing with his fists, and simply stared agog in the fashion of a 

peasant faced with Delphi. 

“What the hell are you gents doing?” My chef peeked out into the main room, 

and stared. 

“I know you,” I said. “Run away, little man, before I reveal your secrets and our 

friends murder you on the spot.” 

My chef retreated into the kitchen. 

“You,” Moriarty said. 

“You,” Moriarty said. 
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“—ing you,” Moriarty said. 

He wrapped his hands around my throat and he tackled me over backwards. He 

smashed to the ground, and in the wreckage of the chair he beat my face. The 

Oxford man placed his hand on Moriarty’s shoulder, a plaintive gesture, of course, 

but Moriarty sprung upon his new target. A vague, slapping blow hit the Oxford 

man’s shoulder; a second, proper blow connected with the Oxford man’s face. 

My chef returned, now. 

“Stop.” 

No-one stopped. Though I did him the curtesy of slowing my movements. 

“—. Stop. Men. Stop.” 

Moriarty crouched over the Oxford man. “Touch me again, I dare ye.” 

My chef stepped between them. “Stop.” 

Moriarty threw the Oxford man down and stepped up to my chef. 

“Yeah.” 

He grabbed me by my collar; he breathed hot breath in my face; he hauled me to 

my cell, and locked the door with all the anger one can inflict on an iron door. 

I set to work on my nails. 

 

Work completed, I held my breath. 

My chef came to my room at his appointed time. He opened the door, prepared 

to collect me for breakfast. All I heard was a sharp intake of breath, and I held 

myself all the more still. 

Three facts force themselves upon him. 

First: the padding from the left wall had been pulled down. The nails were 

obviously removed. The padding lay tumbled and turned over itself in a fat pile. 

Second: The padding on the forward wall, directly under the window, was torn 

in two distinct places—as if their prisoner had taken the nails from the left wall and 
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carved himself footholds. Neat, small, Sherpa-guides. 

Third: The window bars. One, the third over to the right, was gouged out, pulled 

away, removed, and presumably in the imprisoned’s employ. The second-most bar, 

once planted directly in the middle, was not uprooted. It hung only from above, 

shuddering in the brief wind. 

All of this he saw. 

“Oh hell.” 

What remained, he refused to observe: 

The crumpled padding rose and fell, perceptibly, with breath. 

The forward padding, leading step-like to the heavens, could not support a man. 

Tatters ran rich through the material; to plant a foot in one of the steps would send 

the fabric ripping down the ground. 

The hole carved through the window was three and one-sixth inches too small to 

permit my body. 

He stood stock silent. By the sound of his breath, his mouth had fallen slack. 

Shortly thereafter, his footfalls fell away, double steps down the hallway. Vague 

shouts filtered back. 

“Gone” was his chief refrain. 

Three sets of footsteps return. 

Silence. I slow my breathing. 

They stop still at the doorway, seeing but never observing, looking over my 

breathless rise and fall as the stirring of the wind. They neither investigate nor 

look; the Oxford man beats his feet on the concrete. 

Profanity was a height too high for Moriarty. He huffed out from clenched teeth. 

The Oxford man’s muffled voice (presumably buried behind a kerchief): “Find 

him. Damn you. Find him.” 

Moriarty spoke now. The stress chipped away his façade. “This is on your head.” 

The Oxford man pulled away his handkerchief. “To hell with you, nigger.” 

“Hell with you.” 

Moriarty wrapped his hand up around the Oxford man’s head and smashed it 
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into the bare concrete. He slid down the wall and sat, crack-skulled, at the base. An 

effortless fall, as they all are. 

Moriarty coughed. “They clean up the messes, Josiah. Making sure we aren’t 

part of the mess. Cleaned it for ‘em. They might appreciate that. Grab the rifles. 

One more mess.” 

Their footfalls filed through: down the short hall, around the cabinet which held 

the firearms, out through the door and the sodding way down the slope. 

Though bars may imprison a logitician, cloths do not. I shrugged them away. 

The Oxford man stared at me with eyes dredged from a tidal wave. I wrapped my 

hand around his throat.  

No pulse. 

I traced my thumbs up to his eyes and shut them. A small mercy for a man 

without. 

My joints and bones cursed me, but I rose. 

My home was deserted. I inspected the rooms, found nothing of use or interest 

besides a box of matches, and turned to search the table more thoroughly.A box of 

cartridges, over-turned and half-empty, spilled out over the table. Long, thin bullets 

unsuited for anything but a deer. I ran my fingers over the them. My friends filled 

their pockets in great haste: no time for the petty motions of chambering. I claimed 

the available bullets—six in all—and stepped to the telegraph. 

It was unexceptional and unprofessional. A compact set-up with only two points: 

origin and termination. A message sent from here would certainly find itself near to 

my persecutors’ hands. 

Time is a scarce commodity, but the dramatic always triumphs. 

I unearth an artifact from my past and tap it out. 

come if convenient stop if inconvenient come all the same 

Missive sent, I step out the door. 

I strain against the sunlight. 

I was confronted by a cracked-egg island whose cliffs rose up to all sides. Grass 

wanders upward, pell-mell, until the rocks choke it to weeds. The fourth side, 
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leading off to the right of my prison, was a softer slope of grass which tapered off 

into the horizon. 

We existed in a depression: small, stable, surrounded. The building was a 

modern amalgamation of concrete: a box with sublimated windows, devoid of 

character. The slopes were open. Trees proved rare. The only structures were the 

telegraph poles leading a drunken way up the slope to the cliff above. 

Two pairs of footprints fled out the door. 

The chief’s footsteps, unsteady and fat, fell off down the impression toward the 

center. 

He would pose no threat. 

Moriarty’s footprints ran upward—note the toes more deeply impressed into the 

grass than the heels—and carried off into the same horizon which blinded me. 

The plan was as elegant as my captors could summon. Moriarty, it would seem, 

departed for the only escape. It would provide a sniper’s paradise: a rookery from 

which to take his prey. The chef was a hound; I was a fox; he was to flush me into 

fire. 

Dear me! 

A fool listens for radio chatter; a learned man would search, hopeless, for the 

glint of a scope. I crouched perpendicular to the footprints racing up into the 

mountain. Unknown factors were summarily ignored—the most likely course of a 

man who runs is straight ahead. If Moriarty carried on running straight ahead he 

would reach in the summit of the cracked eggshell (oh, how my biographer has 

influenced me!) in twelve minutes and forty-seven seconds. At which point, ah yes, 

he would choose the right hand path. It’s all a right handed man can do. I fall a 

level in my own estimation when I hold my breath and wait for the telltale glimmer. 

And, like the fool I occasionally am, I was rewarded with a scope’s reflection. 

Moriarty’s location thus identified, I trotted to the opposite side of the building, 

just below some brush. I knelt, my bones quiet and joints unprotesting, and lay my 

bullets by the dry roots. The Oxford man’s match is struck, is set, and I watch the 

bush consumed. 
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This will gain attention, of course. 

I resume my position on the side of the building next to Moriarty’s path. I count. 

One. The cowardly smoke of a newborn fire. 

Two. The bone-breaking crack of adolescent fire. 

Three.  The fizz of a settled, middle-aged fire. 

I do not wait for four. 

I rush up the slope through the undergrowth just to the left of Moriarty’s path. 

I have four minutes until my fire persuades my cartridges to explode: from 

there, two and a half minutes of chaos, two minutes while they watch the bush like 

frightened cattle, and two minutes while Moriarty and my chef search the newly 

defined (and far smaller) periamers. 

Providing myself ten and a half minutes to climb the side of the cracked-egg 

island. 

Margin of error: two minutes and seventeen seconds during which they are 

likely to spot me and fire upon me (likely killing me). 

An acceptable margin. I begin. 

Old men are not equipped for a run. My muscles quaver, like drunk men on 

stilts,  and drive me into zags. My bones rebel, the natural thinning of age 

exacerbated by my Spartan diet. My vision blurs (perhaps the chemicals of my 

youth have returned to extract their price). 

Thirty seconds. 

I wheeze by a tree, counting down like the fool I so often am. 

Bang! my biographer would tell me to write. But I am content to state that the 

gunpowder reacted as expected. 

“There!” cried my Chef. His voice listed and flirted with the breeze. He was far 

away. 

And, proving my corollary expectations, the initial burst of my fire spurred both 

my hunters to waste rounds on the false target. Capital! 

I rushed out of the brush and up the barren slopes. 

Six more shots were fired. Unsteady, irregular shots. They began to divine the 
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truth. In most men, the subconscious is better equipped for solving problems than 

the facilities of the conscious. Much time is lost ferrying discoveries from the  

submerged to the surface. 

I have transgressed my one and a half minutes of my two minute and seventeen 

second margin of error. I am nearly to Moriarty’s rookery. The glint of his scope is 

inescapable, now, and I see his dirty hands choking the rifle. His face is hidden, and 

he is crouched low. His center of gravity, therefore, is low. I cannot knock him over 

from a run, nor hope for the necessary pause from which I may launch into a 

Baritsu hold. 

I shall play the part of the fool once more and draw him to me. I step on a twig. 

The snap is the subtle mistake of the city-born. 

Moriarty turns, grins, pulls the trigger. The force of the detonation is slight. He 

suffers virtually no kickback. He is so self-satisfied that he lowers the barrel of the 

gun. His conscious tells him that he has made the shot. The old man groaning in the 

bushes has met his bullet, and lay dying. He stands and comes toward that old man. 

Perception is a universe away from reality. 

I fell before the shot. 

I am an old fool, perhaps, but I am also a live one. 

“So I’ve bagged the great and mighty Sh—” 

I strike upward, stabbing my heel into his stomach. He totters, momentarily 

unbalanced; in that moment, I regain a steady stance and strike the flat of my hand 

for his neck. 

He rolls with the force of my blow—and in that roll he hurls a roundhouse into 

my face. He does not draw back after that blow, but grabs my neck and forces me 

back. 

Ah. There’s the ledge. The drop is fifty feet. Rocks are below. The cliff face, so 

far as easily observed, is sheer. Free of handholds and protuberances. 

So we come to this again. Always a fall. 

Meanwhile, Moriarty is choking me. 

I lean to the opposite side and we roll into the grass.  Moriarty falls upon me, 
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his thumbs crushing my windpipe. But my own hands find his neck. 

Nerve centers are an eternal weakness. Difficult to defend, impossible to resist. 

My thumbs plumb his neck. His arms go limp. He is not reasonable enough to kick. 

He only stares—the state of a beast. I pull him semi-upright and drag him along to 

the cliff’s limit. I grip under his shoulders. I pull him to unsteady feet. Yes, good, he 

will certainly break my fall. 

I speak. 

“Mens sana in corpore sano.” 

“What?” 

“Latin, boy.” 

We take one step. 
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